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Choir Leadership managed the production of the annual tradition of Singing Valentines
The annual tradition of Singing Valentines
occurred on Feb 16. Groups from Variations
and Bella Voce produced arrangements
and serenaded those who received Singing
Valentines from friends and loved ones. While
students enjoyed the euphonious three minute
interruptions during class, the production
for each piece was weeks in the making.
Junior Kailey Daugherty, a part of the Music
Leadership Council, was heavily involved in that
process.
“This year, we only had 30 minutes to do
Singing Valentines every single class and [our
group] felt like that wasn’t enough,” Daugherty
said. “Outside of school, we would decide on a
song and come up with ideas for how we would
want it to sound and then I would just kind of
figure out how the arrangement would work
by simply adding harmonies and then adding
vocals.”
Because choral director Amy Young had no
prior experience with Singing Valentines, those
who had done it pre-COVID stepped up to
share the process from previous years.
“People don’t really put much work into
extra things that aren’t school based or for your

UNDER OUR UMBRELLA After serenading senior Ryan Hong with
their arrangement of “Umbrella” by Rihanna, junior Miransh Das pulls
out an umbrella as a clever prop while the group strikes a final pose.
Photo by Katherine Chui

PURELY

Junior Ananya Dev prepared gifts as
part of a yearly Valentines tradition
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grade,” Daugherty said. “There were a lot of
times with part tracks where people wouldn’t
learn their parts or they wouldn’t listen to them
until we got to class, but for the most part, they
went OK and people eventually learned.”
Senior Taralynn Kang, another member of the
Music Leadership Council, provides perspective
on the complications of coming up with a theme
concept, including group costume pieces.
“It was a little bit hard in the beginning
generating ideas because there’s either the issue
of being too basic or just not having something
that everybody could settle on,” Kang said. “Our
group was the Sweethearts, so we were candy
heart themed and it all came together in the
end.”
As a senior, Kang reflects on her last Singing
Valentines experience.
“It’s really rewarding to hear that people
enjoy listening to us and the hard work that
we’ve been putting into this because this entire
process has been in production for a month and
a half to two months,” Kang said. “There’s a lot
of time and energy that goes into this, so it’s
nice to feel appreciated.”
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PLATONIC

I started [making Valentines gifts]
in sixth grade. I think that’s around
the time where you start to see kids
coupling up and there’s a pressure to
assimilate to that social idea. I wanted
to do something to remind [my friends]
that just because you don’t get gifts
from a significant other doesn’t mean
you’re not loved and that you don’t
deserve to get a gift. I made little candy
packs cards for my friends with
food puns on them. I didn’t get
to do this during COVID,
so it was really fun to
get to do this for
my friends this
time around.”
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We originally
had a Teen Beach
Movie theme, but
we sort of moved
away from that as
time progressed and
it became a more
vague beach theme.”
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[A] CARD CART Freshman Lotus Wu checks out Valentine’s Day themed
cards to buy from senior Shivani Verma, a La Pluma member. During lunch,
La Pluma pushed a red cart filled with handmade cards to fundraise for the
printing of it’s second issue. Photo by Joyce Lui
[B] BIG BUCKS Freshman Arshia Rikhi purchases a Singing Valentine for a
friend from senior Taralynn Kang, a Variations member. Choir sold 400 singing
valentines and will use the funds to contribute to their April field trip to New
York City. Photo by Joyce Lui
[C] RED FLAGS Senior Andy Xu sings the song “Love Grows” by Edison
Lighthouse confidently to senior Yash Guddanti. Xu wears a red shirt that says
“chugs milk” as their group’s theme was red flags. Photo by Matvey Jenssen
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We just had ideas
for outfits where
we wore a red top,
black pants and
little heart antenna
headbands.”

We were the
Mean Girls
and in the movie,
Wednesday is
a very iconic
day and Singing
Valentines just
happened to be on
Wednesday.”
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[D] GITCHEE GITCHEE GOO Senior Sahana Mohan, dressed as Candace
from Phineas and Ferb, serenades freshman Lilia Murase during her solo
while everyone else leans in. Each member of the group wore different outfits
to represent different characters from the show Phineas and Ferb. Photo by
Matvey Jenssen
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VOCE
We dressed up
as frat boys just
because we
thought it was
funny.”
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